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Less than 48 hours in Ottawa left me more motivated, reflective and optimistic about my future and the 
possibility for gender parity in parliament. It was the exposure to so many facets of political life, while getting 
to meet like-minded and empowering allies, that would make me recommend this experience to anyone and 
everyone, across all disciplines. 
 
Paramount to my time was the day spent shadowing the generous MP Ali Ehsassi and his wonderful staffers, 
Astrid and Sean. First on the agenda was the Committee on the Scrutiny of Regulations, which I have to say, 
was almost like a large-scale copy of the meetings I attend as a journal editor. Being able to witness my extra 
curricular life manifest into a ‘real world’ setting left me feeling more confident in the value of pursuing one’s 
passions outside of the classroom. Next up was a Global Affairs Canada meeting on genocide prevention and 
the role of women, wherein I witnessed the collaborative nature of politics. The inclusion of so many voices—
featuring different lived experiences, institutional backgrounds and expertise—made for a well-rounded 
discussion that sought to make contextual policies out of universal problems.  
 
Third on the itinerary was a meeting of the Korea War Commemorative Committee, wherein we met veterans 
and witnessed the lengthy logistical decision-making that foots events like the upcoming 65th commemoration 
of the Korean War. Later on was the much-awaited Senate Proceedings and Question Period at the House of 
Commons. Most great was witnessing all the material I spent years synthesizing from textbooks come to life—
everything from royal assent, the carrying in of the ceremonial mace, and the palpable camaraderie that is party 
discipline, took on a new form and meaning when witnessed in person. I am grateful to say that the day didn’t 
even end there. Last on the list was a meeting on the issue of human trafficking in Canada, where again I 
witnessed the potential for inclusive policy-making and heard from speakers including an Indigenous 
community leader, parliamentarians, students and even a former human trafficker.  
 
As you can probably tell, politicians lead much busier lives than any U of T undergrad could ever imagine. 
Having said that, I write this reflection as a more empowered student—excited to acquire my own set of lived 
experience and expertise so that I can one day, too, be a part of this big, collaborative experience of politicking 
on the Hill and contributing to timeless, nonpartisan issues like female underrepresentation. Thank you so much 
to Dr. Park, MP Ali Ehsassi, and his team, for an incredible experience whose effects will last a lifetime. And 
again, if you have the opportunity to join Women in House in the future, don’t hesitate to take it. You won’t be 
disappointed! 
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The only word which adequately describes this experience is, 

quite simply, inspiring. I was consistently impressed, surprised and in 
awe of the parliamentarians I admire, and found myself feeling energized 
and excited to begin the necessary steps towards someday being in their 
place. The trip began with a visit to the Supreme Court of Canada. I was 
very excited to see that the newest appointed Judge from my home 
province, the Honorable Sheilah Martin, already had her portrait among 
the nine other female Supreme Court Justices. Though I was excited to 
see so many strong women in the portraits, I was reminded that in the 
143 years of its existence, the Supreme Court has only had ten female Justices, and only one female Chief 
Justice. This thought set the tone for the rest of the trip, as each of us was armed with a fiery determination that 
this disproportionate representation of women could not continue to be the norm, and that our cohort and 
generation could be the ones to set these changes in motion.  

That evening, I had a poignant conversation about the culture of our trip, and how we felt it was a 
positive shift towards women supporting and empowering other women, rather than competing for the same 
limited opportunities. I felt very optimistic that I could see this tangible change for myself; women should not 
feel as though they have to vie for one of the 88 of 338 parliamentary seats occupied by women. Instead, they 
should see parliament as a collection of 338 seats—any of which could be occupied by a woman. The following 
morning, we began the day with a panel discussion about women in politics and social media. It was very 
impactful to hear the personal stories of female MPs, who shared with us the hatred and difficulties that they 
have faced—not only as politicians, but as women. Their fortitude was admirable.  

I then had the privilege of shadowing Gary Anandasangaree, the MP for Scarborough-Rouge Park. He 
had a very busy schedule, but was determined to have me participate in as much as possible. I sat in on a 
meeting sponsored by Global Affairs Canada on the topic of women in genocide, conflict and prevention in the 
global south. There, I heard peace-building female refugees, from conflict-ridden countries, share their personal 
testimonies and experiences in order to foster a conversation about how Canada can help support women 
towards peace in these areas. Then, I was fortunate enough to sit in on a meeting of the Standing Committee on 
Citizenship and Immigration. What fascinated me most about this was the dynamic between the Liberals and 
the outnumbered opposition. I was then given an insider’s tour of Parliament Hill by Mr. Anandasangaree’s 
staffer, while he had a confidential lunch meeting. Centre Block was lively and full of energy, with events and 
people all around. Every MP and staffer I met during this experience was incredibly welcoming, and made me 
feel as though I was a valued addition. Then, we attended the question period about the newly released 2018 
budget. I was very excited for this, as the budget invests heavily in gender parity. QP was at once hostile, 
humorous and hopeful, but one statement which garnered a great deal of applause—regardless of partisanship—
was a welcome to the U of T Women in House program, and a wish for us and our contemporaries to someday 
return to Parliament and increase the representation of women ourselves. I then sat in on a meeting of the 
Committee on Indigenous and Northern Affairs, in which the MPs posed questions to experts about Bill C-262.  
 I am so grateful for this experience, and grateful to those who helped realize it. Thank you to Tina Park 
and the honorable Carolyn Bennett for co-founding this incredible program, and thank you to all participating 
MPs, especially Gary Anandasangaree, for graciously agreeing to host me. I have left this program having 
learned so much, and armed with renewed determination to pursue my political aspirations. 
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Being someone who is interested in initiatives that encourage young females to pursue leadership positions, it 
was empowering and insightful to learn from leading figures about the persisting challenges, opportunities, and 
their aspirations to have a gender-equitable Parliament. During the reception on the first day, we were 
welcomed by distinguishable female and male Members of Parliament, Senators, the Honourable Carolyn 
Bennett, and fellow guests. I left the reception excited for what would become another equally inspiring day.  
 
The following morning, we started the day with a breakfast discussion about Women Politicians and Social 
Media. The panellists consisted of media experts and female politicians who shared their personal experience as 
being the target of media degradation, and their strategies to confront this matter. The theme of discussion 
repeated itself throughout the day while I was shadowing MP Mary and her staffers. They shared with me their 
insights into the uneven standards that female politicians are set against—their costumes, their hair, their 
makeup, etc. At one point, MP Mary jokingly told us, "I want the public to be talking about my policies and not 
my lipstick." 
  
The rest of the day, I was able to attend most of the activities with MP Mary Ng, who is the MP for Markham-
Thornhill. She was also a member of the Standing Committee on Natural Resources, as well as Industry, 
Science and Technology. During my time with her and her supportive team, we attended committee meetings 
related to Natural Resources, sat in on a discussion about Apple Inc. and their controversial battery issue, and 
attended the Question Period in the afternoon.  
 
The few highlights of my day were our lunch chat with Mary and the daily work session with her team. Mary 
shared with us her journey as a woman entrepreneur turned MP, her experience as being the only Hong Kong-
Canadian MP in the House, and her passion to make changes for the people. I left the University of Toronto 
Women in House program feeling empowered and more confident to pursue leadership positions in my future 
careers. My exposure to the political life from this trip has changed my initial perception about how 
intimidating and female-unfriendly a political career would have been. This trip has helped me to confirm my 
belief that changes are happening and that more doors are opening for women.  
 
My favourite quote from the journey was during our reception, when the Honourable Bardish Chagger smiled at 
us and said, "This event is not just a greeting. Always remember that you belong here, at the Hill. Welcome 
home." 
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